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Private citizen Trump was a geopolitical know-nothing. As president, he only knows what’s
fed him by hard-right regime handlers and advisers, congressional leaders, and Fox News –
his favorite source for (dis)information.

Pre-election and now, he knows little or nothing about Iran other than what he’s told,
including by Netanyahu, wanting regime change. 

He’s  ignorant  about  a  nation  dedicated  to  protecting  and  preserving  its  sovereign
independence,  deploring  nuclear  weapons,  wanting  them eliminated,  advocating  world
peace and stability, and opposing US imperial rampaging.

Trump’s regime change plot against the Islamic Republic perhaps began straightaway after
assuming office.

Demonizing a nation and its leadership as an existential threat precedes all US wars and
color revolutions for regime change – supported by media scoundrels instead of responsibly
denouncing the scheme.

Trump’s  campaign  against  Iran  began  with  hostile  rhetoric.  In  March  2016,  ahead  of
announcing his candidacy for president in June, he said his “number-one priority (was) to
dismantle the disastrous (nuclear) deal with Iran.”

He lied saying Obama negotiated the deal “from desperation.” He lied claiming “we’re
giving them billions of dollars in this deal, which we shouldn’t have given them. We should
have kept the money.”

He lied saying when JCPOA provisions sunset,  “Iran will  have an industrial-size military
nuclear capability ready to go.” He lied claiming the deal lets Iran go nuclear.

In Riyadh last year, he recited a litany of Big Lies about Iran, falsely claiming its leadership
“funds  arms  and  trains  terrorists,  militias,  and  other  extremist  groups  that  spread
destruction and chaos across the region,” adding:

“For  decades,  Iran  has  fueled  the  fires  of  sectarian  conflict  and terror.  It  is  a
government that speaks openly of mass murder, vowing the destruction of
Israel, death to America, and ruin for many leaders and nations in this very
room.”
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All of the above and other hostile comments on Iran are polar opposite hard truths about the
country and its leadership.

Trump regime destabilization tactics followed hostile rhetoric toward the Islamic Republic. In
January, 2018, made in the USA and Israel protests erupted in Tehran and other Iranian
cities.

They didn’t  happen spontaneously.  They were manufactured needing leadership.  Color
revolutions are a US specialty, numerous ones staged earlier.

Some succeeded. Others failed, including the 2009 green revolution attempt for regime
change in Iran.

Staged protests in the country last  January followed a Trump/Netanyahu agreement to
confront  Iran’s  leadership,  wanting  pro-Western  puppet  rule  replacing  it  –  what  color
revolution attempts are all about.

Last  January’s  plot  fizzled  in  days.  In  June,  staged  protests  erupted  again  –  much  weaker
than earlier. At the time, Pompeo tweeted:

“#Iran’s corrupt regime is wasting the country’s resources on Assad, Hizbollah,
Hamas & Houthis, while Iranians struggle.”

“It  should surprise no one #IranProtests  continue.  People are tired of  the
corruption, injustice & incompetence of their leaders. The world hears their
voice.”

Failure of the Obama regime to deliver on JCPOA promises contributed to Iran’s economic
woes, exacerbated under Trump’s hardline agenda toward the Islamic Republic, aiming for
regime change.

National  Iranian  American  Council  founder  president  Trita  Parsi  called  John  Bolton’s
appointment as national security advisor “a declaration of war (on) Iran.”

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo called for imposing “the strongest sanctions in history” on
the country if it fails to comply with outrageous US demands no responsible leadership
anywhere would accept.

Trump’s May 2018 JCPOA pullout appeared part of a regime change plot against the country.

Nuclear related sanctions will be reimposed on August 4. Other JCPOA-related sanctions will
be  reimposed  on  November  6  –  targeting  Tehran’s  energy  sector,  petroleum  related
products, and central bank transactions.

The  Trump  regime’s  plot  aims  to  isolate  Iran  politically  and  economically,  notably
attempting to block its oil sales, access to hard currencies and foreign investments, along
with  imposing  harsh  sanctions  and  overall  financial  hardships  on  the  country  –  part  of  a
regime  change  plot.

A State Department announcement said
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“Pompeo will deliver remarks at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library and
Center for Public Affairs in Simi Valley, California, on Sunday, July 22…”

His “remarks on ‘Supporting Iranian Voices’ will be delivered as part of a visit with members
of the Iranian-American community in the United States.”

His address launches another Trump regime campaign to stoke unrest in Iran, aiming to
topple its government.

According to National Iranian American Council research director Reza Marashi, Pompeo’s
Sunday address has nothing to do with promoting democracy in in the country, everything
to do with wanting pro-Western puppet rule replacing its sovereign independence.

The plot is familiar. It played out many times before. Iran is resilient. It withstood nearly 40
years of US efforts to topple its government.

A US/Israeli joint working group was formed to encourage destabilizing protests in Iran, a
likely softening up process for tougher regime change tactics to follow.

A  so-called  “white  paper”  circulated  among  Trump’s  National  Security  Council  officials.  It
reportedly discusses a strategy for toppling Islamic Republic governance – aiming for driving
“a deeper wedge between the Iranian people and the ruling” authorities.

Earlier regime change plots failed. Iran’s leadership knows what it’s up against. On Sunday,
President Hassan Rouhani slammed US plotters, saying:

“The Americans should learn very well that peace with Iran is the mother of all
peace and war with Iran is the mother of all wars,” adding:

“Iran’s strategic depth reaches the (Indian) subcontinent to the east, and the
Mediterranean to the west, the Red Sea to the south, and the Caucasus to the
north.”

“We rooted Daesh out and saved the people in the region. We take pride in
ourselves.”

He praised Iran’s Islamic Revolution Guards Corps (IRGC) for protecting the country against
enemy plots.

Iran is a formidable adversary if attacked. Another US color revolution attempt won’t like
fare better than earlier ones.

War if launched by the Trump regime, perhaps with Israeli involvement, would be disastrous
for the region.

Rouhani warned Trump, saying

“(w)e will not accept threats. (They’ll bring us closer. Don’t twist the lion’s tail.
You will regret it.”

*
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